ISLAMIC COINAGE
ARAB-SASSANIAN


This is the second Islamic issue to bear the prophetic legend, the first instance occurred on coins of Governor `Abd al-Malik b. `Abd Allah.

315  al-Muhallab b. Abi Sufra, Governor of Fars, ca. AH 75-79/694-698. Drachm, BySH = Bishapur AH 76. 4.04 gm. bism Allah followed by square of four pellets in second obverse quadrant. A-31, Eshrag 144. Old light scratches on bust’s neck Choice VF / About EF 100.


UMAYYAD CALIPHATE


319  Dirham, al-Taymara AH 91. Another as above. Some deposits and some crimping VF 25.

320  Dirham, Darabjerd AH 92 Good VF 30.